Columbia High School senior, **Zubin Kremer Guha**, wrote a paper which was accepted for presentation at the 2019 IEEE MIT URTC (Undergraduate Research Technology Conference). Zubin will present the paper, "**A Visionless Autonomous Quadcopter Landing**" at the conference and the paper will subsequently be published in the IEEE Xplore Digital Library.

---

Marshall Elementary Teacher **Michael Wojcio**, was featured in **Matters Magazine**, School 2019 Edition. The article entitled, **A Gift for Making Kids Shine**, describes Mr. Wojcio as “a superhero to his special-need students.” Mr. Wojcio implemented and instructed a strictly BD behavioral disorders class during the 2018-2019 school year as the program’s test run. With support from “great co-workers and staff” the program was successful. The goal of the program is to make it possible for children to transition into an inclusive classroom setting, one in which students with learning disabilities work alongside general education students. The entire article about Mr. Wojcio can be read online on Matters Magazine’s website at: [http://mattersmagazineissues.com/School2019flipbook/index.html?page=24](http://mattersmagazineissues.com/School2019flipbook/index.html?page=24)